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Abstract

Over the last 20 years there has been a surge of activity in research on teaching. Researchers and
teacher educators have also debated the merits of this research for teachers in terms of its value and
the ways research can influence practice. Controversy continues about the kind and degree of
influence research can have on teachers and teacher education. This report contributes to the
discussion by taking a closer look at what teachers believe about the influence of research. Two
groups of teachers with substantively different prior experiences with research were interviewed
regarding their beliefs about the influence of research ont their teaching. Three vignettes, based on
review of current literature on teachers' views of research, were constructed to elicit teachers' beliefs.
Analysis of teachers' responses show the conflicts teachers experience when thinking about the
influence of research more broadly. In addition, the analysis indicates that teachers' progress through
graduate programs in education typically does not broaden their view of how research can influence
them. It is therefore critical that researchers and teacher educators created educative contexts in which
teachers can acquire broader, more flexible views of research.
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Expectations for educational restsrch can seem like
the ancient moral equation Nietzsche criticizes in his
Twilight of the Idols. There Nietzsche (1968/1889)
derides the Socratic/Platonic equation of reason, vir-
tue, and happiness. Reason leads to truth. Truth leads
to virtue, and virtue leads to happiness. Clifford
(1973) notes a similar equation in her work on the
history of the impact of research on teaching. Under-
lying the enduring optimism and hope for educational
research is the beliefthat "to /mow the right is to do the
right" (pp. 1-2). Educational research provides the
knowledge that will influence teachers. Teachers
thereby acquire the pedagogical excellence (virtue)
necessary to promote some educational good.

This article does not question the equation's basic
structure, except to deny any necessary connection
between parts. Knowledge derived from research may
lead to pedagogical excellence. But, important differ-
ences appear in how teachers, teacher educators, or
researchers conceptualize "knowing the right."
Among teachers, Dewey (1929) laid out broad possi-
bilities. Prospective teachers, on the one hand, want to
know how to do things in order to be successful
teachers. Research knowledge becomes a source of
procedural advice for good performance, and know-
ing the right means using the right "recipes" (p. 15).
For Dewey, on the other band, knowing the right was
also associated with understanding a system of scien-
tific thought. This sense of "knowing the right"
meant understanding the principles of and warrants
for knowledge derived fiom research in orderto enrich
teacher judgment:

Because the range of understanding is deepened
and widened, he can take into account remote
consequent :es which were originally hidden from
view and hence were ignored in his
actions. . . . Seeing more relations he sees more
possibilities, more opportunities. He is emanci-
patedfrom the needoffollowingtradition . . . and
has a wide range of alternatives to select from in
dealing with individual situations. (p. 21)

Dewey's distinction between what teachers may want
and learn from research has contemporary import.
Over the last 20 years there has been a surge ofactivity
in research on teaching (see Porter & Brophy, 1988;
Shulman, 1986; also Tom & Valli, 1990). Research-
ers and teacher educato's have also debated the merits
of research on tesching for teachersin terms of its
influence and value for teachers. Controversy contin-
ues about the kind and degree of influence research can
have on teachers and teacher education (for contrast-
ing views, see Berliner, 1987; Phillips, 1989; Tom,
1985; Tom & Valli, 1990). This report contributes to
the debate by taking a closer look at what teachers
believe about the influence of research.

Two groups of teachers with substantively different
prior experiences with research were interviewed re-
garding their beliefs about the influence ofresearch on
their teaching.' Three vignettes, based on a review of
current literature on teachers' views of research, were
constructedto elicitteachets' belies. Analyzingteach-
ers' responses to the vignates proceeds as follows.
After presenting the vignettes and describing the
sample and interview shucture, I provide a general
account of teachers' identification with particular
vignettes. This general account is followed with a
detailed analysis of teachers' responsesthe con-
flicts teachers experienced and their transition to an
expanded view of research's influence on their teach-
ing.

In conclusion, I argue that teachers' beliefs about
research's influence are consequential for all teachers,
particularly teachers working in professional develop-
ment schools. I also suggest that the process by which
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teachers' beliefs are changed is less mysterious, though
as important, as some researchers claim (see Toni &
Valli, 1990). It is therefore critical that researchers and
teacher educators create educative contexts in which
teachers acquire broader, more flexible views of re-
search. Before looking at the literature on what teach-
ers think about research, I first review recent scholar-
ship on the influence of researchontcachers' practice.

The Importance of Teachers Learning About
Research

Research Has No Immediate Utility for
Teachers
Drawing on Schwab and Dewey, Shulman (1984)
argues that to the degree that educational theory grows
more powerful and clarifies an area of inquiry, its
focus narrows "as a laser-like beam that brilliantly
illumines a tiny area" (p. 45). The benefits of educa-
tional research will emerge through the "increasingly
central roles played by well-educated teaching profes-
sionals" (p. 46), not its immediate influence on
practice (see also, Buchmann & Floden, in press;
Clifford, 1973; Richardson, 1990).

The consensus view that research fmdings have no
straightforward implications for teachers' practice can
be broadly documented Resnick (see Brandt, I988a),
for example, argues that results from the growing
research on cognitive learning cannot simply provide
new teaching techniques. Teachers must go beyond
research findings and understand the principles of
learning involved, their subject matter, and the context
in which they work And, as Tom (1985) explains,
even the most detailed and insightful ethnographic
work can not by itself provide the basis for deciding
how to change any teaching practice (see also Cazden,
1983; Tom & Valli, 1990). Brophy (1988) also argues
that one abuse ofthe teacher effects research has been
the attempt to simply translate findings into rules for
teachers to follow and eniphasizes that teachers must
interpret research findings. Also, Berliner (1987),
possibly the strongest advocate of teachers' rapid
application of research findings, tempers his enthusi-
asm by pointing out that research findings are not
easily generalizable. He goes so far as to say that
telling teachers to follow rules derived from research
"makes most researchers angry" (p. 29). Slavin (see

Brandt 1988b) takes Berliner's indignation one step
fiuther. Slavin suggests that teachers must have the
capacity to understand research evidencebefore chang-
ing their practice.

Until we have practitioners who say, "I'm not
going to use that until I've seen good experimen-
tal evidence for it," we're going to continue on
the educational pendulum with the "miracle of
the month" and will not make much serious
progress (p. 28).

These remarks are significant since there is sometimes
no relationship between the scientific quality of a
study and its degree of use (see Huberman, 1987).
Slavin's comments are also noteworthy considering
that his work on cooperative learning has been cited as
the kind of research that should be taught to all
prospective and practicing teachers (see Berliner,
1987). Despite this high praise, Slavin rejects drawing
conclusions for teaching from research unless teach-
ers understand evidence supporting the fmdings.

Teachers' Ideas About Research: What Do
We Know?

The teacher education literature includes little spe-
cific, systematic study of teachers' ideas about re-
search. What is most prevalent are researchers' and
teacher educators' individual impressions and some
information taken from studies of teachers' knowl-
edge use. Sparse though it is, this work is important
because it provides trustworthy signposts for teach-
ers' thinking in this area.

Gleaning this literature, one finds that teachers have
three distinct conceptions of research. By far the most
common is teachers' view that research is irrelevant
and lacking in practicality (see Lucas, 1988; also
Broudy, 1985). Teachers feel that it does not answer
questions they themselves ask and solves problems
they feel are less than critical (see Huling, Trang, &
Correll, 1981). Many of these teachers likely find
research reports difficult to understand. They are awed
by resairch jargon (see Clark, 1986; Griffin, 1983),
overpowered by the multiplicity and fragmentation of
research results (Tom, 1985), and find research too
theoretical (Bolster, 1983). Predictably fortheseteach-
ers research is not helpful (Howe, 1984) and seems far-
removed and contradictory (see Richardson, 1990;
Richardson-Koehler, 1987). Teachers see little inter-
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action between the world of educational reseaithers
and the world ofteachers (Hopkins, 1985). The lack of
rerceived relevance dampens their interest in the
findings of researchers and the adaptations of teacher
educators. Perhaps became teachers see research as
irrelevant, they are suspicious and believe researchers
are self-serving (see Hosford, 1984). It is no surprise
then to find teacher educators concerned that teachers
are alienated by research (Fenstermacher, 1983). In
sum, many teachers see research as useless (Bolster,
1983; Clark, 1986; Hosford, 1984).

Though teachers are sometimes resistant to what
research can offer (American Federation of Teachers,
1983), they also may lookfor and fmd answers in it.
In this conception of research, teachers see research as
useful, providing techniques and strategies that they
can apply immediately. Teachers sharing this view
appreciate research programs that supply them with a
list of "shoulds" that bear some direct relationship to
what they are doing (see American Federation of
Teachers, 1983; Shulman, 1986). Research offers
these teachers standardized practices that "will help to
get the lazies [sic] in line" (Gannan & Hazi, 1988, p.
671), and the scientific authority ofresearch heightens
their sense of professionalism. The uncertainty and
complexity of teaching is probably alleviated some-
what for these teachers. Thus, research findings are
worthwhile when they provide usable answers and are
made commonsensical and practical (Hubennan, 1983;
Louis & Dentler, 1988), even if teachers sometimes
distort these findings (see Huberman, 1987).

The third conception in the literature is more elabo-
rated than the first two, butalso held by fewerteachers.
Rather than seeing research as irrelevant or research
findings as authoritative, these teachers view research
as illuminating their practice, helping them become
more aware of what they are doing. They see research
as challenging and interesting (Muir, 1982). Research
provokes thought and helps them understand the
complexity involved in what they do (Thomas, 1984).
It also lets teachers see how others teach, helps them
test decisions they have made, and provides principles
to negotiate classroom tasks (see Porter & Brophy,
1988). In this view, research doesn't give answers,
doesn't make decisions, but can be a helpful source of
insights, ideas, and information (see Thomas, 1984).

Structure and Conttnt of the Vignettes

Drawing from this relevant literature, two beliefs
about the influence of research, and one concerning
research's lack of influence, formed the basis for
vignettes designed to elicit teachers' beliefs about
how research should and does influence them. Each of
the three vignettes represents a way teachers can think
about research's influence, or its lack of influence.
Each vignette also included some basis for the particu-
lar view the teacher held. Overall, the vignettes were
designed to fill in each divergent profile in the current
literature more clearly and vividly.

Vignette Number One: Neal
Research may be in conflict with or beyond ateacher's
net of personal experiences. Neal represents a teacher
who eschews research and emphasizes teaching expe-
rience as the primary, if not sole, guide to lmning
about teaching. Research does not in any way connect
with his teaching. While not totally negative toward
research, this teacher wants answers from research,
but he has not found them. The complete vignette on
Neal that interviewees responded to reads as follows.

8

Educational research has never been relevant or
practical for me . I am a certified teacher and have
taken all the required teacher educafion courses
(that invariably included some research). But
research has not provided me with the instruc-
tional techniques and know-how I believe it
should provide. The infixmation I use to guide
my teaching comes mainly from my own expe-
rience. I have not found research evidence from
research important to guide or change my teach-
ing.

Why do I feel this way about research? It may be
because the kinds ofquestions that I ask about my
teaching are rarely answered by researchers.
Researchers might have solved what they con-
sider important problems, but those problems
seem less critical to me in my work. I have not
seen a lot of interaction between researchers who
live in the "ivory-tower" and teachers who live
in classrooms. Because research seems irrel-
evant to classmoms, I'm not very interested in
following what researchers are writing about.
Research is also hard to understand because it has
a lot of jargon and tables only specialists can
figure out. It's far too theoretical for what teach-
ers need in their classrooms.

Michipn SW. University, Eut Laming, Michigan 48824-1034 RR 93-1 Page 3



I am not saying that research has no value for
teachers, or that I am wholly against it, even
though I am critical. I am saying, however, that
I do not think about educational research when I
teach. If I hear ofa good idea about teaching let
happens to come flow:search, I'll tty it out. And
if someone could present to me recommenda-
tions from research that are supposed to work for
teachers, I would listen. But before I accept such
recommendations, I want *o find out if it worics
in my classroom. To this point, research has not
done this.

Vignette Number Two: Deryl
Detyl also perceives research as mainly providing
strategies and techniques. But unlike Neal, teachers
educators and reseatthers have supplied Detyl with
these teaching strategies. Deryl is thus enthusiastic
about the potential of research to influence teaching,
though is not interested in becoming involved with
research texts. Deryl wants from research-based strat-
egies to try out and has received prescriptions drawn
from research that have worked in the classroom.
Deryl believes strongly that research should directly
impact teaching.

While I understand teachers' frustrations with
research, my experiences with educational re-
search have been positive, and these experiences
have influenced my perspective.

Educational research can definitely be useful. At
any rate, it has been useful to me and should be
useful in the following way. Research should
give teachers information that has adirect impact
on what they are doing and needing in their
classrooms. It's true that research can be too
theoretical. Foriunately, the researchthat I leamed
about was not written up in the normal academic
j argon that only researchers can understand. I did
not have to study the in and outs of the study on
which the research findings were based. The
findings were made understandable and I was
able to learn how to apply them in my class.

Making research clear and ready for me to use is
important because teaching is fast-paced work.
The large number ofstudents andthe need to look
after all of them creates many problems. Re-
search can help. Sometimes when I have had a
problem in my classroom, research that I encoun-
tered through inservice, a university course, or
my own reading provided an answer. For ex-
ample, I was having problems with discipline in
my class, and through an inservice on classroom
management, I learned instructional techniques
about how to handle the situation. Also I've

learned about different ways to manage my time
more efficiently when I teach. This research is
worthwhile to me because it provides informa-
tionand ideasthatworkdhectly inmy classroctn.

This is what research can and should do, provide
teachers with missing infonnation and skins
useful to solving their concrete classroom prob-
lems.

Vignette Three: Sarah
Sarah sees research as complicating her ideas about
teaching, but also sees this as its strongest attraction.
She wants research to help her understand what she
does, and is disposed to take time to read and think
about research texts. Her views on research seem at
times almost unrealistic. For example, she apptoaches
reading research like she approaches reading good
literature. Her enthusiasm for research comes not from
the potential of research to help her do things more
efficiently but its potential to help her understand
more deeply what she does and what she might want
to do.

Research has rarely given me answers or made
my decisions about what to do in my classroom
much easier. Research can help me raiae new
questions and provide different ways of seeing
the difficulties involved in teaching. In fact, I
would prefer that research do this for me rather
than help me with information and strategies that
are supposed to change what I do directly. I don't
think that research can do much to have a direct
impact on my teaching.

Research is especially valuable when it helps
teachers think about a point of view or raise a
question that they never thought about before.
For example, I had students last year who just did
not understand fractions. In this case and others
like it, studying research helped me see what's
happening here more clearly, perhaps differ-
ently. I read research in a class that introduced us
to a whole different way of thinking about what
it meant for students to understand math, includ-
ing fractions. The research changed my view of
teaching fractions more than it told me what to
do.

The purpose of research is not to provide tech-
niques to help solve classroom problems. Teach-
ers should read it somewhat like they try to read
good literature. Good literatum prompts people
to see and examine things in a new light. Through
reading, say, a novel, you gain a deeper and
broader perspective on your own experiences,
thoughts and actions. Educational research can

9
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do the same thing, though researchers rely on
mom explicit methods of analysis which provide
the reader ways ofseeing and assessing what was
done and what that means.

Teachers have to study research closely. They
cannot rely on others to make research clear and
easy to use when they think about how research
can influence their teaching.

The Sample

Two groups of teachers with substantially different
research experiences were given these vignettes to
read prior to the interview session. One group of
teachers (n 5) was composed of former teacher
collaborators who bad spent one year working with
educational researchers on research projects related to
teaching and learning in public schools (see Porter,
1986). In addition, the five teacher collaborators had
all received master's degrees in education and each
had at least 12 years ofteaching experience. Two ofthe
collaborators were male. Another group of teachers
(n = 8) had considerably less prior experience with
research. None had worked on any long-term research
project Seven of these teachers, however, either had
a master's degree in education or wem one course shy
of obtaining it. Two ofthe eight texhers in the second
group were first-year teachers. The six other teachers
in the second group had between 4 and 10 years
teaching experience. One teacher in the second group
was male. Also, there were seven elementary teachers,
four middle school teachers, and two high school
teacher3 included in the sample (see Table 4).

All subjects volunteered to be part of the interview
study. A list was provided to this researcher of former
teacher collaborators. They were asked if they would
be willing to participate. The otherpracticing teachers
who participated were drawn from a pm-enrollment
list of master's students taking a classroom research
course (n = 4). Another four practicing teachers were
chosen based on recommendations from other educa-
tors (teachers and teacher educators) working with
teachers in local school disticts.2

Table 1

Qingdao Aeked I. Towhees Aboot the Vignettes

I. Which vignens is meet Me you?

2. Winch individual stemma* in the the vignette you chose are
claim so your feelings and beliefs about research? (It may be
helpful to underline dams ote(emaser as welL)

Why did you eliminate tbe °den two ton:here Were there any
etmements or ettinacks thet you disagreed with etroagly? (It may
be helpful So under*. these stelaineme us welL)

Were there some stanmems maohere made in the vignettes due
loft queetione in your mind? If yes, what were the nano:NW
What questions did you hive?

Structure of the Interview

All teachers were provided four questions about the
vignettes (see Table 1) befire the interview session.
They were asked to think about these questions and
encouraged to write down their ideas prior to being
interviewed.

Teachers were also asked to talk about any questions
the vignettes left in their minds and were given the
option to state another way in which teachers could
view research. In addition, teachers were asked spe-
cifically, if these issues were not already addresse,;,
whether they thought research mainly should provide
them with teaching strategies to apply directly in their
classroom, and whether a central role for teacher
educators and researchers is to make these finding
clear and ready for them to use.

Teachers' Responses to the Vignettes

I now turn to teachers' responses to the vignettes. The
analysis draws primarily on teachers' respon.ses to the
direct questions about the vignettes described in the
preceding paragraph. It also draws on other pertinent
sections of the complete interview protocol.'

Vignette Choices
Teachers' most frequent response was the direct im-
pact view of research. Six teachers (46 percent) iden-
tified most with Deryl. Closely following this choice
were five teachers (38.5 percent) who identified with
Sarahthe vignette that represented research as a way
to expand theirunderstanding ofteaching. Two teach-
ers (15.5 percent) claimedthat they wanted research to
have a direct impact on their teaching, though this had

1 0
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not been their experience (Neal). This aggregate of
choices can be broken down further by considering
teachers' choices of vignettes (a) by educational cre-
dential level and (b) by prior experience with research.

Table 2

DfalsibMion VIvaette atefees by Crackled./ Level

Maater's Devoe or
No Graduate Via& BA + 27 credits

11.1 % 1012 %Vlipette Choke

NealLack of Mum' 0 2 17

DarylMut Impact View 1 100% 5 41.5%

SwallExpaidsthwitralaldlng 0 5 41.5%

Totals 1 100% 12 100%

As Table 2 indicates, progress through and successful
completion of a master's program was not associated
aiith particular beliefs about research's influence.
Seven teachers had completed their master's degree,
three had more than 30 hours toward their master's
degree, and one other was 27 hours into their master's
program. These teachers were as likely to chose the
Deryl vignette as the Sarah one. Beginning teachers,
Dewey (1929) thought, were most interested in class-
room techniques drawn from research. One beginning
teacher in the sample, Jessica, chose the direct impact
view of research, but so did five other teachers who
had or nearly completed their master' s degrees. Teach-
ers' educational credentials, in general, were less
associated with broader, more flexible beliefs about
the influence of research.

What was closely associated with these beliefs was
teachers' in-depth involvement with research as teacher
collaborators. Four out of five teacher collaborators
teachers who had spent at least one year working with
educational researchers on projects related to teaching
and learningchose Sarah, the vignette emphasizing
that the role of research is to expand teachers' under-
standing. Therefore, teachers' graduate study did not
seem to affect teachers' view that research provide
concrete, practical, and immediately applicable knowl-
edge. Educational contexts in which teachers learned
about research or helped conduct it seemed to alter
teachers' views (see Table 3). These contexts may
have been instrumental in reducing teachers' interest

in techniques and helping them acquire a conceptual
grasp ofthe ideas behind the research. To examine this
hypothesis, we turn to examine more closely teachers'
responses to the vignettes.

Table 3

04sisibetien et Vlowtte Melees by Umber Collaborator lizporlesee

No Collaborator
liverieroe

Former Teacher
Collaborators

Vignette Clioke % N-5 %

NeelLeck !anew. 2 25% 0

DerylDirect !raped View 5 62.5% 1 20%

Serabapands Utidereteadiog 1 12.5% 4 00%

Totala 8 100% 5 100%

Analyzing Individual Responses to the
Vignettes

Teachers' reactions to and reflections on the vignettes
were often passionate, digressive, and, at times, deeply
co nfl icted. These conflicts existed bothbetweenteach-
ers and within individual teacheis. The strategy for
analyzing their responses will be to select and to
highlight teachers' most notable responses to each
vignette. Greater focus, however, will be on the con-
flicts individual teachers bad when responding to the
vignettes and on teachers whose experiences with
research encouraged broader, more flexible views
about research's influence. Teachers who chose the
Neal and Deryl vignettes are examined first. For ease
of reference, Table 4 provides a summary of teachers
in the study and the vignette each teacher chose.

The Direct Impact View of Research:
Identifying With Neal and Deryl

Neal's vignette drew some of the strongest responses
among interviewees, especially among those who did
not chose him. These interviewees characterized Neal
as inflexible, narrow, indolent, and extreme (Fran,
Nick, Jessica, andNicole).4Whiletwo teachers (Karla,
also, Ana Marie) agreed with Neal's focus on learning
about teaching primarily from teaching experience,
another tkurcher, Cheryl, saw this as alarming: "I think
that's so dangerous an idea because teachers are in
lock-up fortheir.whole career. So, ifyou only use your
own experience . . . it just seems that it would be so
limited and so limiting."

1 1
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One teacher, Andrea, who chose Neal as the vignette
with which she identified feared research and felt that
researchers have not spent time in the classroom to
undeistand teachers' work She also viewed the lan-
guage of research as inaccessible: "They really don't
know how it is, and a lot of research is just a lot of
tables and jargon and things like that I can't figure
out."

Andrea saw research as three steps removed foam
practice: There were colleagues' opinions about what
to do in the classroom. And then there were research
findings. And then there was research. Andreaassoci-
ated research primarily with research findings. She
described herself as neither reading research findings
nor delving further into research. She wanted research
findings relatedto instructional techniques because "I
don't always know that I'm doing it the right way."
Andrea, however, wishes that herapproachto research
was broader. "Sarah is really into the research, and I
guess that's MOW the way I wish I could be."

Nonetheleis, Andrea had beliefs about research simi-
lar to those teachers who chose Deryl. These included
the belief that (a) research is full of jargon; (b) expe-
rience is the best way to learn about teaching; and (c)
research should mainly provide techniques and strat-
egies. I turn now to teachers who were more certain
about what they wanted from research, and had also
secured it.

2

Only Research That Works
Two teachers, Nicole and Karla, adamantly denied
that they wanted anything from research other than
directly useful tools to deal with classroom problems.
Nicole said that cooperative learning research and the
research f111111 Madeline Hunter influenced her teach-
ing. She offers some understanding oiler relationship
to these research programs and what she wants from
them.

They give me methods and things in the hand,
instantly. I cola never tell you what research that
was cited from, or who did the research, or who
they researched. . . . It's more like dive me, just
tell what it is that works. A quick fix. Don't tell
me that you researched l 00 kids and 98 got it. Just
here' s a good method. It works. It appears to work
in most classrooms. Try it.

Nicole says that she feels this way towards research
because teaching is fast-paced work, there are disci-
pline problems and sick students, and so she needs
something that she can use right away, "the hard facts,
the results."

Nicole does state that research has at times influenced
her awareness. She had not thought about how a
student could misunderstand the wont "of ' in multi-
plication and perhaps not know its different uses
within and outside the math world. But, she does not
believe teachers need to become involved with the
research.

I don't think they [teachers] have to study it
closely either. I think that they or me or whom-
ever can take research, and maybe it does work
for some people, maybe it doesn't work for
everyone, but I don't think I need to study it
closely. I basically know when something works
by using a technique or a result . . If it works,
you don't need to go back and find out why they
say it was working. I don't have time for that. I let
the reseaxchers research and the teachers teach.
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Karla's attitude toward research's influence is similar
to Nicole's. Karla wants research to tell her what is
wrong, what information she needs, or where to go
find it. "Give me a technique, okay." She also wants
research to be "direct, short, and outlined." She says
that she does not mind studying research,

but if I'm going to study it, then I want to be able
to pull out of there, something practical, some-
thing concrete. . . . Idon't want to waste my time
reading a bunch of research unless it's clear cut.
I know that I have to make my own association
with that, but for right now, tell me, this is what
I need to do.

Karla states that she wants to study research if it tells
her what she needs to do. Consistent with this ap-
proach, she believes that teacher educators and re-
searchers should make research clear and ready for her
to use. This would be more convenient, reducing the
amount of time she would have to spend studying it.
"Why have 200 people studying the same thing, when
20 people can do it and make it ckar and precise for
other people?"

Evaluating research is not discovering its use.
Karia's beliefs about the influence ofresearch suggest
that she confuses analyzing and evaluating research
with fmding out how she can use it. She had been
involved with an inservice on cooperative learning,
and also had studied it through a class project. She
states that when she read this research, she would
"sort through, pick out the things that were important,
the things that I understood. Put it together. In other
words, analyze, synthesis. Is that the right word? And
also evaluate it. You know, what would work forme."
Evaluation of research has come to mean looking at
how she can use it in the classroom. This is consistent
with Karla's beliefs about how research should influ-
ence her. But, it may reduce her ability and willingness
to acquire a firm conceptual grasp of the ideas that lie
behind the techniques.

Conflicts About Research Answers
Like Nicole and Karla, Ana Marie and Kathleen were
confident supporters of the direct impact view of
research influence. Their responses also revealed am-
bivalence about this view of research influence. I turn
now to describe and to examine their beliefs.

Ana Marie describes herself as someone who initially
accepted all research uncritically, but now states "that
98 percent ofthe research that's done is garbage." She
sees herselfas someone who has read a lot of research
and is critical of it, which is why she even partly
identifies with Neal's vignette. She firmly believes
"that research should have a direct impact on teach-
ing," and that "teachers do not have to study the ins
and outs of the study on which the research findings
were based." She gives high praise to research that
helps teachers in "practical arms" such as time
management and discipline. She denies that teachers
would want to read research articles, and also claims
that if she had

five minutes to sit down and read, I'm not going
to read educational research. I want to read my
mail. It's just not very reasonable. But to present
it in a package and run inservices on it, that's
worthwhile. I think that's an effective way to get
research across to teachers.

So, Ana Marie is deeply skeptical of the value of
research for her own professional development except
in so ar as it can directly impact her work. She also
sees herselfas someone who has read a lot of research,
but is not disposed to do so.

You know what it does? It disillusions me. Why
go back and read all that stuff? Part ofit is to find
out that a lot of it is B.S. That's what it comes
down to. And you think, gosh, you know, whole
schools of philosophy have been based around
this. What is this? That's where I get back to I'm
kinda critical.

Answers without explanations are inadequate. Ana
Marie asserts that research should have a direct impact
and that neither herself nor other teachers need to read
and study it. Her beliefs about reading research are
qualified when she discusses how the influence of
research is harmful when it is misinterpreted. She
describes her interest in Piaget's theories, and says she
had planned to write a thesis drawing on his research
describing the transition in children from concrete to
operational thinking. She believed this transitional
period was connected to children's increased math
anxiety. Ana Marie further describes her thinldng
about Piaget's research:
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Also when I read more and more about Piaget, he
never wanted his work to become what itbecame.
To him, it was just an understanding of child
development. But you weren't supposed to de-
velop cunicula around it. Because for him you
couldn't do anything to change a child from going
from sensory to concrete and concrete to opera-
tional. It just happened naturally anyway. There
was nothing you could do. So what do we in
America do? We develop all these developmental
programs. We're going to get those kids ready.
We're going to provide all of this material for
them and kind ofhelp them along to get them into
this next stage. We took it and perverted it.

Ana Marie's point suggests that the problem is not with
research. The problem is that teachers are told what to
do based on research and do not have the opportunity
to read and understand it. This is apparently in conflict
with her claim that the influence of research can be
direct and straightforward without teachers' sustained
involvement with research texts. She recognizes this
tension and responds.

Well, what you're saying is that I've said two
different things now. Yeah. And I meant both of
them (laughing) I'm thinldng about it I'm
thinking about teacher responsibility, individual
responsibility for knowing what you're doing and
why. Do you just accept everything that people
tell you?

She elaborates on this response, noting that the direct
impact of research can have different meanings for
herself and other teachers. She distinguishes between
research that she is "comfortable and familiar with"
and has a direct impact on her work and research that
she is not familiar and comfortable with and will have
a major, direct impact on her work. In the latter case,
she wants and needs to study it. Ana Marie mentions
an inservice on reading instruction. The presenter
stated that reading specialists should do more consult-
ing with teachers and "try to keep the kids in the
classroom as much as possible." Ana Marie ques-
tioned the presenter who kept emphasizing the author-
ity of the research. After persuading the presenter to
give her a copy of the research to read herselt Arm
Marie found that all the research was done on

children in special education classes, children in
EMI rooms, children who are emotionally, men-
tally impaired. None of it was done in a regular
education setting. And I couldn't believe it. This

is a major transition for the public schools, and
they're basing all of this change on research done
in a completely different setting. To me, that's an
abuse of research.

Later in the interview, Ana Marie summarizes her
view on the influence of research:

If it's going to have little impact on me, or an
impact that I'm comfortable withit might be a
big impact, but it's something that I'm comfort-
able with like Madeline Hunterthen I'm not
concerned about knowing all the details about the
research. But when it has a big impact on me and
I'm not comfortable withand the example I
gave was the consultant modelthen I want to
know more about it. I want to knowwhere they're
coming from and why I'm being asked to make
the changes I'm being asked to make. Why I'm
being a.ked to implement what I'm being asked
to implement.

Ana Marie defmes comfortable as something that she
is already familiar with, that already fits her schema
that she says is based on "intuition" or "classroom
experience." Ana Marie sees value in reading re-
search texts, but only if she is being asked to accom-
modate in the Piagetian sense a new practice she does
not feel comfortable with. "If it already fits into my
schema, then I can accept it asier."

Ana Marie consistently holds that researcli should
have a direct impact. Conflicts erupt when she claims
that teachers need not study it She recognizes that she
has a professional need and responsibility to under-
stand explanations for "answers" based on research.
Her beliefs are defensible ifshe is able to evaluate well
research used to support major teaching changes that
she is not comfortable with. Her defense also depends
on whether research should only impact teachers'
work directly. This issue emerges in an interview with
a former teacher collaborator, Kathleen.

Should Research Only Offer Answers for
Classroom Practice?

Before becoming a teacher collaborator Kathleen
identified most with NeaL She states that she

really bad no use for research at all. I would read
some of the results of studies and found it some-
times so simplistic it was laughable, the conclu-
sions they would come to. Where are they, do
they ever go any place? That wasn't the way real
life was.

1 4
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The process of working with researchers and writing
about her teaching changed her belief that research
lacks relevance for teachers. Her work as a collabora-
tor involved describing how she responded to students
with different classroom behavior problems. Through
her work and through reading research summaries
provided by the Institute for Research on Teaching,
Kathleen became convinced that research could influ-
ence tarching. She mentions work specifically con-
nected to the institute such as studies examining the
relationship between the mathematics curriculum and
the standardized tests student must take, and she
highlights other research not carried out by the insti-
tute such as "time on task " These studies and studies
like them she considered very useful. Describing her
response to the curriculum study, she says,

It changed the way I did it. I switched my
curriculum and make sum my kids know deci-
mals by the time they take that test. It's not fair
to give a test standardized against the other fifth
graders in the country and you haven't taught
them decimals, and it's 30 percent of the test.

Kathleen's teacher collaborator work changed her
views about the influence of research from "it should
have a direct impact but does not" to "it should have
a direct impact, and does" (i.e., from Neal to Detyl).
She argues that the "whole heart of research" is to
have a direct impact on what teachers are doing and
needing in their classrooms. Kathleen's response to
the Sarah vignette is similar to Ana Marie's character-
ization. Kathleen states that Sarah's point of view is
interesting, but "it's purely like a theoretical, aca-
demic kind of thing. No, if research can't give you
something that's practical and makes a difference in
the effectiveness of teaching and learning, then it
wouldn't interest me at all."

Research should influence teachers by coming up
"with information that helps teacher very quickly
improve their technique or change a strategy, or do
things in such a way that students learn better." Since
teachers, however, are not "robots," she prefers "a
good, sound principle" that the teacher can use "to
work out the specifics." Joined with these beliefs is
Kathleen's unyielding stand that teachers do not have
to study research closely.,"That is a monumental job!
No teacher has time to dO that. Implicit here is a total

Nck oftrust " Kathleen places her trust in researchers
with whom she's worked. If research colleagues pro-
vide it, then she does not need to know where the
"good, sound principle" comes from.

Conflict:Broader influence blurs established roles.
Kathleen retreats from herposition that research should
only directly impact teachers. Kathleen is asked to
read three different kinds of research, and she finds
most interesting and stimulating the article that has the
least to do with directly impacting teachers' work. The
article she read was Larry Cuban's (1988) work on
school reform. It provides no directives or principles
forwhat teachers should do in the classroom. Kathleen,
however, sees this article as important for teachers to
read: "This isn't what I think of basically as the kind
of resauch that would make a direct impact in my
classroom. . . . But it's nice to be able to rad some-
thing that really gives you a much broader view of
what you're doing."

Kathleen clearly recognizes the importance of re-
search influencing her thinking in ways which have
little direct connection to classroom techniques. Look-
ing at the broad view ofthings is important forteachers
"because otherwise we get very narrow in our view-
point " Kathleen responds to the comment that this
type of research might not be offered to teachers
because it does not directly impact their practice.6

Yeah, you know, that's a real kind oftension that
does exist and you learn to live with it a bit. The
year I was ateacher collaborator was enennously
sthnulating. . . . I waswriting about my teaching
and thinking about my teaching for the first thne
because nobody had ever asked me why I did
anything. So it was an interesting challenge to
talk to adults about all theft interesting questions
in education. . . . But you feal like a fish out of
water after you have done that You're sorta in-
between the practicing teacher and the research
group, and you're just wandering around the
middle there for awhile. But this kind of thing
[the Cuban ardcle], I don't seek this out.

Kathleen's teacher collaborator work separated her
from what she identified as the teacher's traditional
role. She associates research that broadens her per-
spective with inner conflict because she is strongly
attached to her colleagues who are not as accustomed
to being challenged about "all these interesting ques-
tions in education." Kathleen sees the value of how
research can break teachers from narrow viewpoints,
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but her preference is for research that provides infor-
mation to directly impact classroom life. She has not
integrated how ateacher can accommodate both views
while remaining a practicing teacher.

In summary, the teachers who chose the Deryl vi-
gnette emphasized findings from research that were
"concrete" and could impact their teaching immedi-
ately. They wanted research findings that gave them
classroom guidelines they could trust without under-
standing the basis for the findings. Kathleen and Ma
Marie recognized the limitations of focusing only on
research answers. Ma Marie perceived the need to
evaluate research, and Kathleen recognized that she
wanted resmchto influence herthinking more broadly.
I consider next those teachers who claimed they
wanted research to serve wider purposes beyond
research findings that prescribe what they should do to
solve problems.

Teachers Identifying With Sarah

All five teachers who choose Sarah emphasized that
the most important thing they wanted research to do
was to help them raise questions and lookat classrdom
practice differently. The idea that research should
provide vsable strategies and techniques was not
wholly rejected, but clearly subordinated. Skepticism
about research or its "faddishness" did not mean
these teachers wanted research techniques for imme-
diateuse and validation. GeofC for example, acknowl-
edged cyclic research topics, but this did not lead him
to focus on research techniques. Geoff believed

that research is ongoing like life. You know, you
keep learning more. You become clearer about
some things, and some things get discarded.
Other teachers [e.g., Fran] focused co the value
onearning the language ofresearch. Some teach-
ers' responses to the vignettes also offer evidence
that their work as teacher collaborators helped
them understand how research can influence
their thinking more broadly.

Must Research Change Teachers' Practice to
Be Valuable?
As a veleran teacher, Bryan believed that the function
of research was to change teacher action. He main-
tained this view until he assumed a teacher collabora-
tor role. Working on a project in which researchers
studied how teachers taught reading, Bryan looked at

how teachers allocated their time during instruction.
His role, in part, was to interview teachers about their
decision-maldng processes as they helped stmdents
comprehend texts.

Bryan details his prior view of how research influ-
ences teaching before becoming a teacher collabora-
tor:

You decided as a researcher you would change
somethingyou go in and make that change
do research and collect data on the change you
have made and see ifit was better now than it was
before. Like running an experiment, more scien-
tific.

He states fiuther that "my views definitely got re-
structured by working on the research project." His
idea that research changes practice was transformed
into research makes sensible classroom practice. He
says that now "my model of research is a whole lot
more going in, seeing what's going on, and trying to
make sense out of what's going on."

Bryan's transformed view is consistent with his as-
sessment of the Deryl vignette. Bryan says that at first
reading Deryl sounded like him, but, after thinking
about it more, he identified with Sarah. He states that
the Deryl vignette focused on techniques, "the how of
teaching," while Bryan thought research's influence
was "more discovering why and the how will grow
out of the why." Bryan's identification with Sarah is
understandable based on his association of research
with sense making. Sarah's vignette is more flexible.
It portrays research helping teachers make sense (dis-
covering the why) of classroom life. Deryl's vignette
is more rigid. It focuses only on research products
(techniques and strategies) to changeclassroom prac-
tice.

Through his research involvement, Bryan's thinking
about the influence of research and his teaching prac-
tice changed. He admits that it was painful to realize
his teaching of comprehension was inadequate. Most
teachers, like himself, do not want to listen to research
because "it says things they don't want to hear." He
stresses, however, that teachers have to understand
what researchers are saying in order for meaningful
change in their teaching to occur. Understanding
research is difficult for Bryan because of the language
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of research. This is why personal contact with re-
searthers is paramount for Bryan. The language of
research can be mediated through conversations with
researchers. He also hints at a middle ground between
how-to teacher-oriented magazines and arcane re-
search journals. The former provide

a lot ofhow tos without explaining the whys. And
with a lot of research journals, it's hard to under-
stand the whys the way they're presented. It's too
bad there isn't a middle ground, somewhere
along the line. But I know why they do itthe
teachers, most teachers wantgive me the tech-
niques, let me go do them in my classroom and
see if they work or not, and they want them in
short fast versions.

Because of what teachers want from research and
because the language of research is inaccessible,
Bryan did downplay in some respects the value of
research.6 He nonetheless has an expanded view of
how research can influence him. He claims that most
teachers' view of the influence of research is one-
dimensional and narrow. They want research to pro-
vide the "how-tos" and not "the whys" of teaching.
Bryan values his personal relationships and conversa-
tions with researchers, trusting these experiences will
mainly help him understand research he finds interest-
ing.

Learning the Language of Research
As a teacher collaborator, Fran worked on a research
project looking at how teachers' conceptions of their
work changed over time. She initially felt threatened
by the two worlds teachers and researchers inhabit.
Teachers and researchers ask questions, approach
problems, and seek solutions differently. The lan-
guage of research was her greatest stumbling block:
"When I fffst came to research the most difficult thing
was sitting there trying to understand the vocabulary.
You'd sit there and say, what are they talking about?"
Familiarity with the language slowly began to change
her views about research and raearchers.

But af ter you are there fix awhile it grows on you,
and I think that helped me more than anything,
that over time and with more exposure I could
learn more about research, and research became
much more helpful. I changed my opinion about
a lot of things. It wasn't that these people knew
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more, these people have all these words. It's just
that they had more exposure, had learned differ-
ent ways of saying things. And if I sat there long
enough and read long enough I could too.

A surprising shift in understanding. Fran asserts
that one of the changes she experienced was the ldnd
of skepticism she had toward research. She became
tired of friends using research

to prove, to support their own small beliefs. And
so I became very skeptical about research. Plus,
when you're in school, in order to get you to do
anything, they always say, "And research says."
The moment you say, "Research says," I want
to say, "What research?"

Fran's original skepticism toward research was based
onthe genuine misuses ofresearchthat she saw among
colleagues. But it was also based on her lack of
undetstanding of it. She states that she was "sur-
prised" when she started working on the research
project and discovered that many research questions
came out of what she as a teacher considered very
small parts of classroom life. Fran had to restrain her
usual desire to look at the research in terms of what it
should do for her as a teacher

With research, the part you might be trying to
figure out is, "What's happening in that child's
life?" or some small part of what's going on
there. Or, "If this is an ongoing thing, what led
up to it?" All I wanted to do as a teacher is get it
done.

Fran learned that researchers often try to understand a
small part of classroom life that a teacher may over-
look. This helped her see research more positively. It
also prompted her to look al reseamh more in terms of
"what this person is trying to prove," and less in terms
of what she needs immediately accomplished as a
teacher.

Fran also chose Sarah as the vignette with which she
most identifies because Fran believed that research
should move teachers beyond a focus on classroom
techniques. MorePver, she viewed Deryl as "elimi-
nating the decision making by the teacher" and too
passive in relation to the authority of research. But
Fran also believed that Sarah's emphasis on reading
research closely was too strong. Obtaining clarifica-
tion from someone involved with the research could
be helpful. Also, Fran had raid research syntheses that
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cut down the amount of time she had to go sifting
thrnugh the research and gave herguidance on whether
she wanted to go deeper into the research. Fran,
however, felt uncomfortable with making it ready to
use:

A teacher educator has a particular bias, a re-
searcher has a particular bias. And when they
give me ready-to-use research, I think they have
narrowed my perspective. They' ve guided how
I'm thinking about this particular issue.

Fran wanted to read research and consider the evi-
dence on which the rest2rch is based. She seemed to
accept and appreciate summaries ofvarious approaches
to a problem that were based on research because these
would help her reflect on it. But, she was cautious
about translations of research findings geared to en-
couraging her to do something. Fran did not want her
thinking about the problem to be inappropriately
narrowed.

Research IdeasNot AnswersAre Valuable
Cheryl, a former teacher collaborator, did not under-
stand how research could have a direct impact on her
teaching. She claimed that she had "yet to see a
classroom problem that was concrete." Hers were
"complicated, abstract pmblems." To Cheryl, Deryl's
view ofresearch implies a specificity that research can
not offer. "I used to believe there were answers and I
hunted for them, and got really ticked when I couldn't
find them." She admits that research can offer pos-
sible answers, but the value of research to her is
something different

Cheryl emphasized the relevance of research ideas.
She is not content to look only for research strategies,
test them against her experience, and use or discard
them accordingly. "Using" research has connota-
tions she rejects:

"Usable" somehow has an attached connotation
of disposable comected to it. And I think there's
a real interesting spestion in that. Do you use
research for a while and when it's all used up, do
we dispose ofit like a dirty diaper, you know? Or,
do you store and then reuse it again 20 years later?
I don't know. It 's just an oddity when you talk
about using research. A strange term, a comical
term.

Cheryl's approach to research is working through the
ideas associated with the research, thinking about
them, and perhaps trying to put them into practice over
time, as she does with cooperative learning. Research
can address neither all the particulars of her practice,
nor can research-based strategies simply become part
of her teaching repertoire. Research ideas and re-
search-based strategies are integrated slowly into her
system of ideas about teaching and learning. Conclu-
sions from research were all-impottant to teachers
who chose the Deryl vignette, but Cheryl does not
reject research if conclusions drawn from it do not
impact her directly. She is more interested in some-
thing else:

The conclusions are less important to me than the
idea the researcher was trying to explore. The
conclusions may or may not match what I believe
the conclusions might look hie in the particular
setting I'm in. So although I would look at them
[the conclusions], I think I'm more likely to think
hard about the idea of the research.

Attending to research evidence. Cheryl worked with
data when she was a teacher collaborator. Her role was
to write a narrative account of student teachers' pride-
ful experiences from observers' notes and interviews.
She recognized how much could be lost translating
from voice to words on paper, and feared that she
might not be working with the notes and interviews
appropriately. She also was not sure that she was
working with research evidence.

And I kept thinking, boy I hope I'm hearing this
right as I read. I'm not sure you could ever call
that evidence because I wasn't there when any of
that original material was collected or those
people were observed. So, I never met any of
those people I was Nvriting about. I was just
writing from these copious observation notes and
interviews.

Because of her limited role in the research project on
which she worked, Cheryl has doubts about her com-
petence to judge research eFidence. She considers it
"more honest" to say that she will look at the ideas
that are part of the research and "try to think hard."
Nonetheless, Cheryl implicitly sees a need to go
beyond her focus on ideas only and dig further into the
research's supporting evidence. She describes an ex-
perience she had at a recent convention where the
practice of reading Romeo and Juliei and other tradi-
tional literary texts was being questioned:
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The question came out ofresearch that was being
done on the lack of minority literature in modern
day textbooks and curriculum. And then the
following questien is, Who decided this stuffthat
we have been living for our whole career? But the
original research had been done on the impact of
minority literaturethe disfranchisement ofmi-
nority students when there is nothing in the
curriculum thatdealt withtheirparticular group
Black,Native-American Indian, Mexican Ameri-
can, Asian American, whatever. That had been
the original research. But it led to another ques-
tion that is a real startling one once teachers look
at it Who did decide this [the traditional texts],
and why in the world do we feel so attached to it?
And then the whole minority literature question
can really be dealt with. And I think that was
certainly one thing Sarah saidmaking us thiuk

Cheryl believes that the idea drawn from research that
traditional literary texts can disfranchise minority
students is worth thinking about. She recognizes the
need to assess different types of evidence and assump-
tions that support the idea, especially in such aconten-
tious area. Being disposed to consider the idea and its
supporting evidence is related to Cheryl's belief that
research can not simply offer her answers.

Breaking from Conventional Modes of
Thoughts
As a teacher collaborator, Geoff benefitted fiem the
close attention to detail the project demanded. The
stmggle to "stay factual" and to support explanations
with evidence he considered helpful. The research
project Geoff worked on studied how teachers re-
sponded to students' incorrect answers. His project
work did not force him to reject the intuitive basis of
many teacher decisions. He remained certain that "it
doesn't mean it's wrong to be hunchful when you're
a teacher. You have to be. You have no choice."

His experience did place in sharp relief the two
different perspectives taichers and researchers pos-
sess and helped him see that each perspective has its
own vahre. He found that working on the research
project started to intertwine with the way he thought
about his own teaching:

I think it made me a little more investigative and
pursue further hunches sometimes. Why am I
doing it this way? . . . Is this working mat be-
cause it's easy for me, or because it gets a ditto in
their hand, or is it working because of what I
know about learning styles for kids? Not that I

learned about learning styles in research, but
what I learned was to think about what I was
doing and ask myself, what are you basing your
fact on why you want to do this approach? Is it
because you've doing it for the last five years, or
is it because somebody down the hall does it? Is
this really a good way for kids to understand
fraction for instance. So that sort of investigative
thinking.

Studying research helped Geoffbreak from traditional
modes of thinking and acting. Before becoming part
of the project, Geoff felt threatened to use research to
raise new questions about his teaching. After working
on the project, research is

more valuable to me now and maybe [it is] less
threatening to raise new questions. It's less likely
for me to go, wait aminute, I don't want to know
what all the implications of this are, just tell me
how I can do this in my classroom. I think I'm
different from that. Some of these other guys in
here [the vignettes] are not. . . . Being in a re-
search atmosphere has an impact. That was one,
that raising new questions helps teachers think
about a point of view or ways they have never
thought about before. You know, that kind of
being open and listening and seeing other points
of view.

Research provides analytic frameworks. ForGeoft
he does not come away from research thinking it will
tell him the right thing to do anymore. His approach
now is that involvement with research prov ides an
opportunity for him to be more analytic about his
teaching. He states that he was not coming away from
the research project thinking that now he knows what
to say to students' incorrect responses to his questions.
He was not just finding "the right way to respond":
"But rather, what is the nature of responding to kids,
and how does that affect !Ms, and why might it be a
different sort ofresponse based onthe kid, the teacher,
the class, the subject?"

Geoff believes, however, that research "can not be
untied" to solving some of the classroom problems
teachers have. But this can not be its sole purpose. He
did draw some "prescriptions" from the research
project he worked on. There were some things in the
project that helped him interact with students and
supported notions that he already had about how
things work. "But I thought of the broader picture
there for mebroader thinking about the nature of
interaction between teacher and kid, and what are the
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reasons that interaction is the way it is?" Geoffs work
on a research project influenced his strategic thinking
about teaching. Understanding the process ofresearch
changed the way he thought research could influence
his teaching. Consequently, he sees Deryl's vignette
as presenting "too narrow a determination about why
we should be doing research."

Summary: Creating Contexts to Change
Teachers' Beliefs

Dewey's hope that teachers' understanding of educa-
tional research would offer them systems of thought
with which to interpret classroom practice was not a
prevailing view either among researchers. Dominant
expectations of research's influence during the scien-
tific movement in education between 1900 and 1930
focused on research offering techniques to improve
instruction (see Clifford, 1973). This view has some
contemporary lineage despite scholars' consensus
that research has no direct implicationsparticularly
in the knowledge-use literature and the use ofresearch
in teacher testing systems (see e.g., Louis & Dentler,
1988; Shulman, 1987; also, American Federation of
Teachers, 1983). Teachers who chose the Deryl or
Neal vignettes accepted popular expectations for how
research should influence teachers, including skepti-
cism about its value. They wanted research-based
answers that they could use to change instructional
practice, and they wanted these answers without rec-
ognizing any concomitant value in studying and con-
ducting research themselves.

Teachers' skepticism toward research and their desire
for it to provide authoritative guidelines to impact
their teaching form an odd juxtaposition. If you are
deeply skeptical that something can help you, why
would you want it to provide authoritative prescrip-
tions to guide what you are doing? The answer is that
teachers felt they could test research prescriptions
against their own teaching experience, and thus dis-
card or accept them at their discretion. Contrary to
popular slogans, teachers want research prescriptions;
they do not want others (e.g., administrators, research-
ers) telling them what prescriptions must become part
of their teaching repertoires. Teachers want to test the
efficacy ofthe techniques against their own classroom
experiences and accept them at their discretion.

It is unacceptable for external agents to impose on
teachers prescriptions drawn from research findings.
Researchers, however, often focus on establishing
practitioners' right to decide whether a resauth find-
ing is applicable rather than the processes by which
practitioners views are changed by research (see Tom
& Valli, 1990).

In addition, changing teachers' conceptions of
research's influence is critical because it represents an
important shift in teachers' professional thinking (see
Clifford, 1973; Jackson, 1990). Teachers identifying
with the Sarah vignette have subordinated, if not
rejected, popular expectations for how research should
influence their work. They do not want research only
to change instructional strategies, and, in general,
value studying the ideas and warrants for the ideas that
lie behindthe findings. They are more open to research
that attempts to influence them in the manner Jackson
(1990) describes. These teachers are more interested
in research that helps them conceptualize or redefine
issues. They are not simply interested in research
concepts that are "informative or corrective, as might
be the case if such alterations of view were looked
upon as mere additions to or subtractions from what is
already known" (see Jackson, 1990, p. 5).

In contrast, teachers who chose the Neal and Deryl
vignettes are less interested in new concepts drawn
from research that stimulate their thinking and clarify
their practice. They want information about what to do
next in their teaching. Altering their beliefs about, for
example, teaching higher order and basic skills to
disadvantaged students, may be seen as simply at-
tempts to add new teaching strategies. They may not
recognize that a major shift in understanding the
relationship between learning higher order and basic
skills is required (see Lanier & Sedlak, 1989). And,
they are less disposed to value close attention to and
analysis of research concepts, evidence, and assump-
tions that would help them evaluate their own beliefs.

These points are relevant to teachers working in
professional development schools. Teachers in these
schools are not simply adding new techniques to their
teaching repertoires. They are being asked to alter
substantially their beliefs about teaching and learning.
Workplace expectations and time constraints may
prevent teachers' discussion and evaluation of re-
search pertinent to these beliefs, and teachers' prior
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beliefs about the influence of research may hinder
their willingness to do so. They may reject opportuni-
ties to discuss and to understand research because they
look to research to provide new instructional strate-
gies.

While the benefits and limitations of teachers' con-
ceptions are clear, the dynamics by hich teachers'
conceptions change are not necessarily mysterious:
"Thus the dynamics of altering practitioner percep-
tions remain cloudy; we can only acknowledge that
the influence of knowledge on practice is indirect,
because the practitioner mediates between these two
arenas" (Tom & Valli, 1990, p. 380). It is first
important to note that, because a practitioner mediates
between research and practice, this does not entail that
the practitioner has a broader view of research. How a
practitioner mediates will depend also on how they
think research should influence them. Hence, "the
indirect influence of research" has a looser and more
limiting meaning for these scholars. More impor-
tantly, the dynamics of altering teachers' perceptions
does not seem mysterious, if teachers' self-reports of
their work as teachercollaborators are valid. Geoff, for
example, describes his involvement with researchers
who valued clarity of expression and searched for
explanations of classroom events. The result was that
he began to realize that resauch could do more than
change piactice. He valued research because it helped
him explain why classroom events occur. Bryan is
another example. Unaware that research could influ-
ence him in any other way, he expeded research to
change his practice. After working on a research
project he saw this view as narrow. Like Geoff, he
wants research to help him make sense ofwhat goes on
in classrooms. Fran initially expected research to
impact her teaching directly. Talking about and study-
ing research with otherteachers and tesearchers broad-
ened her view. She did not simply want research to
help her "get things done," but valued trying to
understand what the researcher is trying to learn or to
prove.

For other teachers who chose the expanded model of
research influence, the dynamics by which change
occurred is cloudy. Nick, for example, a beginning
teacher, chose Sarah, but he did not work as a teacher
collaborator. Even Cheryl, who wanted ideas to con-
sider over time and not research products to use, did
not emphasize her teacher collaborator work as sub-

stantively changing her views. Certainty about what
changed their beliefs is elusive, though the benefits
remain apparent Their focus was not exclusively or
primarily instructional strategies and techniques that
work, and they were more interested in working
through and understanding research.

Contexts exist in which teachers' views of research
may be broadened. As already indicated, graduate
study (i.e., completing a master's degree in education)
was not strongly associated with changing teachers'
views of research, and it seems unlikely that the
cursory course taking which typifies most teachers'
graduate work does much to change their view of the
influence of research. Teachers may change their
conceptions by working in other contexts that give
them the opportunity and time to interpret ideas,
assumptions, and warrants undergirding research rec-
ommendations. Educational experiences exist that
seem to move in this direction (see, e,g., Casanova,
Berliner, Placier & Powell, 1991; Richardson, 1990;
also Huberman, 1990) and may include graduate
courses in education designed specifically to change
teachers' views (see e.g., Hollingsworth, 1990). These
experiences may also include an increasingly preva-
lent mode of inquiryteachers' research on their own
practice. Many reformers suggest that teachers need to
learn to do research on their own teaching because
such work will improve teachers' ability to analyze
classroom situations and to respond in context flex-
ibly and thoughtfully (see, e.g., Brause & Mayher
1991; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1990; Eliot, 1991).

These examples do not exhaust the different contexts
in which teschers' views of the influence of research
can be changed. These variations differ in terms of
whether changing teachers' conceptions is a distinct
educational aim or a consequence of teachers' in-
volvement in the work (as with the teacher collabora-
tors). Importantly, these variations also represent dif-
fering epistemological assumptions about the status
of research knowledge in teachers' practice and as-
sumptions about teacher learning and its relationship
to what students leam.
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These assumptions will influence greatly whether and
how teachers' conceptions of research are changed.
And, in fact, relatively little is kmown about what the
actual effects teachers' experiences in these contexts
are. Studying these effects are important, ifthe teacher
education community is to help teachers move beyond
constraining views of research use.
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Notes
'Teachers' responses to the vignetta are part of a broader

study of teachers' views of research which includes how
teachers understand research when they read it, and what
teachers think constitutes educational research (see Zeuli,
1991).

'Though the sample of 13 teachers is unrepresentative of
any given population of teachers, interviewees' responses are
suggestive of what teachers with more or less experience with
research may think about its influence.

3For example, Interviewees' descriptions o f what research
experiences or encounters have made the most impression on
them, and teachas' beliefs about what type of research articles
they perceive as valuable; see footnote 2.

'Names of teachers are pseudonyms.

'Other teachers also mentioned workplace inhibitors in
relation to teachers' finther involvement with research-most
notably-time constraints (Jessica), the organization of teach-
ers' work (Nick), the public's perception of teachers' role
(Bryan), and administrators' use of research to legitimate and
impose policies and practices (Leisa).

'In contrast to Bryan, Nick took a strong stand against all
research translations, arguing that teachers closely read re-
search texts. Simplifying research for teachers presents a
danger. "When you axe simplifying or reducing information,
I don't think you're adding something to it generally-you're
losing something from it. So, I think it" important that each
teacher get as close to the original source as possible." Nick,
a beginning teacher, identified with the Sarah vignette. He
wanted research to "load his armor," give him "bullets" with
which he is able "to defend" himself. These bullets, however,
were not instructional techniques. They were research ideas
that fit (and defended) his teaching philosophy. He also wanted
research to raise questions for him. Nick found that the
workplace offered him or his colleagues no support to read and
think about research. According to Nick, teachers do not want
to read research because of the faa-paced work of teaching.
"The school year should be set up differently."
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